A HERITAGE OF

INNOVATION

BUILT INTO EVERY TRAILER
EBY’s culture of craftsmanship and innovation is a family tradition
that has been carefully cultivated over three generations. Born in 1938
as a wood livestock truck-body manufacturer, quality and customization
quickly emerged as signatures of the young company. As the product line
expanded into trailers and semi-trailers, ingenuity and forward-thinking
distinguished the next generation as it helped revolutionize the industry
with all-aluminum construction.
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Now in its third generation as a family-run business, this heritage of
innovation is firmly welded into its DNA. While modern manufacturing
capabilities—such as computer-aided engineering and precision
robotics—help provide customers with the most durable, longest-lasting
product, it’s the people behind the processes that make an EBY trailer
really shine.
As a heritage of innovation is built into every trailer, a family of sales,
service, design, engineering, manufacturing and support stands behind it…
and EBY welcomes you into the family.

EBY Aluminum Livestock Semi-Trailers

SEMI-TRAILERS
Top-of-the-line
semi design
Bull Ride trailers feature the industry’s lightest-weight
integrated trailer suspension, slip-resistant flooring and
components that withstand animal usage and road conditions.
EBY offers standard configurations for cattle, hog, and sheep
transportation, but also custom builds trailers to meet the
unique requirements of individual customers. From finding a
special component, to designing equipment for the way you do
business, our sales and engineering staff work with you to
achieve your livestock transportation objectives.

BULL RIDE
Standard Sizes:
Standard lengths up to 53'
Multiple axle configurations;
Custom sizes available

Bull Ride

www.mheby.com
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SEMI-TRAILERS
Engineered for a healthy
pork industry
Trans Pork trailers are available in standard
configurations for all facets of pork production—from
wean pigs and feeder pigs, to market hogs and breeding
stock. The fully-welded floor and innovative design
assure easy clean-up and maximum protection against
animal disease. Trans Pork also features the most air
openings in the industry for better ventilation.

TRANS PORK
Standard Sizes:
• Standard lengths up to 53'
• Multiple axle configurations
• Custom sizes available
• Slat-side or punch-side

Trans Pork
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EBY Aluminum Livestock Semi-Trailers

SEMI-TRAILERS
Superior design that gives
operators the upper hand
Trans Pork Advantage trailers are engineered to ensure the
safe and healthy transport of hogs—as well as efficient and
comfortable operation for their handlers. The Trans Pork
Advantage Semi raises the bar with innovative features that
provide the ultimate in operator convenience and livestock
health. EBY’s unique, adjustable slats allow operators to control
ventilation with precision, while the interior design provides
easy clean-up and maximum protection against animal disease.

TRANS PORK ADVANTAGE
Standard Sizes:
• Standard lengths up to 53'
• Multiple axle configurations
• Custom sizes available

Trans Pork
Advantage

www.mheby.com
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YOUR

PASSION

IS OUR PURPOSE
We’re a third-generation, family-run business built on a
heritage of innovation. Since 1938, EBY has understood your
passion for excellence. Selecting the best tools and materials,
doing the job right, and standing behind our work are not
optional—they’re a way of life. At EBY, we’re committed to
giving our customers our best.
Designed with superior structural integrity and fabricated for
remarkable durability, EBY aluminum livestock semi-trailers are
built for the long haul. Equipped with impressive features and a
comprehensive level of customization, EBY trailers provide the
broadest range of options and unmatched user convenience in
the industry today.
That’s our purpose…constructing livestock semi-trailers that
help you live out your passion.

™

SEMI-TRAILERS
As easy to load
as a gooseneck
EBY’s Ground Load trailers are designed to combine the
strength and durability of our legendary Bull Ride trailers
with the ease of loading anywhere like our gooseneck
trailers. Standard configurations are available, as well as
custom-built trailers to meet the unique requirements of
specialized livestock hauling.

GROUND LOAD
Standard Sizes:
Lengths: 34' to 53'
Width:
102"

Ground Load
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EBY Aluminum Livestock Semi-Trailers

SEMI-TRAILERS
The ultimate in
customization
Tell us what you need and we’ll design a custom
straight-deck aluminum trailer that meets your
specific requirements. EBY’s heritage of innovation
lets us deliver a unique trailer for your operation.

STRAIGHT CUSTOM
Standard Sizes:
Lengths: 34' to 53'
Width:
102"

Straight Custom
www.mheby.com
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STANDARD
FEATURES

Designed with superior structural integrity and fabricated for remarkable durability,
EBY livestock semi-trailers provide easier operation for handlers and greater comfort
for valuable cargo. Below are just some of the standard features that make EBY the
most refined, strongest and quietest trailers ever.

6061 Alloy heat-treated aluminum
diamond plate flooring

Clean internal roof rail—no exposed wiring

No-step pull-out ramp

Internal tubular cross-members

Gate hold back/slam latch feature

Heavy-duty divider gates (available in tube style,
as shown, or pan style)

Closure track posts, with tapered notching
for easier closure installation

All-aluminum sub-frame
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EBY Aluminum Livestock Semi-Trailers

POPULAR
OPTIONS

While the standard features on EBY livestock semi-trailers are impressive,
they can also be fully customized to fit your specific needs.

Multiple axle configurations (including lift axles)

Rear side door (bio door)

Premium roll-up door and hardware package

Closure storage boxes

Lighted sign on nose

Crank-up nose deck

Fold-to-wall ramp

Extended ramps

EBY offers a wide variety of options to customize your semi to your specific needs.
Contact your authorized EBY dealer or factory representative for more information.

www.mheby.com
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AVAILABLE IN A VARIETY OF

UNIQUE FINISHES
AND COLORS
Every business and operator is unique and EBY provides the ability to
customize your semi-trailer to reflect your distinctive style.

White

Gun Metal
Gray

Mill Finish
Aluminum
(standard)

Black

Preferred
Finish
Aluminum
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ADD A TOUCH OF

DISTINCTION
with special paint colors
and finishes

EBY designs and manufactures a complete line of aluminum agri-transportation equipment

LIVESTOCK TRAILERS

LIVESTOCK SEMI-TRAILERS

HORSE TRAILERS

BUMPER-PULL EQUIPMENT TRAILERS

GOOSENECK EQUIPMENT TRAILERS

TRUCK BODIES

AUTHORIZED DEALER

Contact EBY to find your nearest dealer.

800-292-4752
www.mheby.com
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